
EMEDIA CS2 MEDIASOFT DEVELOPMENT

Modern and Efficient 
At Mediasoft Development, we felt that time had come for a new, refreshed version of eMedia CS. A 
version that will give customers a real pleasure using it, more friendly and easier to use. 

We are proud to present you the new eMedia CS2, with many exciting features to discover. 
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eMedia CS2

"We are confident 

that this new 

version will meet 

our partners and 

customer 

expectations"

"Everything looks 

beautiful, modern 

and feels a lot 

more fluid"



EMEDIA CS2 MEDIASOFT DEVELOPMENT

1. Fantastic new design 
eMedia has been completely redesigned. It has a whole new 
interface with integrated and fixed windows for a better and 
very pleasant workspace. 

Every icons have also been renewed for a more modern look of 
the software. 

2. Enhanced performance 
Many improvements in the software conception make it more 
powerful and more reactive during your template design. 

3. Objects movement 
A more fluid and optimised object movement has come to 
eMedia. You have now a shadow that you can customise when 
you move your object. Keyboard arrows now allow you to move 
objects. 

4. Selective printing 
You can now select multiple lines and ranges that you want to 
print. Just as easy as a mouse click! 

5. Buy consumables directly from eMedia CS2 
A new awesome button has appeared in eMedia, redirecting you 
automatically towards the website of the matching reseller. 

6. New software activation system 
You still need a license key to install the software on one 
computer, but you can now migrate it: uninstall the license from 
one computer to register it onto another one. 

7. Visual template preview 
Each and every templates already opened and saved can now 
be previewed with core informations (name, path, last used 
date, database…). 

Design, create, print 
As simple as it sounds

Present in many countries 

around the world, we have 

acquired a large experience by 

exchanging with partners and 
customers, listening and taking 

every remarks into account. 

This new version is a huge step 

towards the ultimate card 
design software.

You can buy consumables 
directly from eMedia

Adding objects on your template 

has never been so easy

Preview your last used 

templates


